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Ron Wolfe
Ron Wolfe is Hoffman Transport, Inc.’s Driver of the Month for November.
Ron has been with the company since April of 2017. Ron is a Regional Driver
that really puts the miles on his truck; he is a runner. Ron will do what is needed to get the job done. Aside from that, Ron has developed into a safe driver.
Ron has been a great addition to the Hoffman Transport Family. If you see
Ron on the yard or at a customer, please congratulate him on a job well done.
Ron, stop up and see Ryan for your Driver of the Month Gift.
HOFFMAN TRANSPORT, INC. 485 MASON DIXON ROAD

GREENCASTLE

PA 17225 (717) 597 7117 www.hoffmantransport.com

Devin Cordell

Devin joined the Hoffman team in January 2017 and has quickly grown
into a great company employee. He shares vast knowledge in the truck
side covering engine, cab, electrical, satellites, and camera systems.
Devin also helps out with any facility maintenance that we ask of him.
He is known as an all-around handyman that is willing to help with
anything and is always up for a challenge. Devin’s passion for his
profession shows in his work through every repair. He not only cares
about the jobs that he completes, but he also cares about our drivers. He
is always willing to stay late to complete a repair so our drivers can stay
in their trucks. For these, and many other reasons, Devin has been
chosen as the shop employee for the month of November.
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Scanning Paperwork:
I just want to remind you of a few things when scanning in
paperwork.
• Please make sure you can read it.
• Please write the trip # on one of the pages especially when you scan in more
than one trip. In that case write the trip # on each trip. This makes it much
easier to check in.
• Give yourself plenty of time to scan on Fridays. Cut off is 3pm and it takes
a few minutes to get the paperwork in.
I also wanted to thank all that do scan. I really appreciate it.
Thanks,
Mary Jo

Just some general info every Hoffman driver should know...
Hub1 / Armada, Greencastle, PA— All inbound loads must be sealed. If the shipper
does not provide a seal you must use a Hoffman seal & write the seal # on the BOL.
Do not cut the seal. Hub1 employees will check & cut seal.
Ventura, Chambersburg, PA— All inbound reefers loaded or empty, must have a full
tank of fuel before dropping.
US Cold, Bethlehem, PA— All inbound reefers must have a full tank of fuel before
dropping.
ES3, York, PA— If they tell you they don’t have any empties, please check the XPO
drop lot. ES3 guards should have a list of empties & a map, but if they don’t you need
to go to 3289 Susquehanna Trail, York. It’s just a few miles south of ES3. You can
also call into dispatch. We get a list of empties from ES3 every morning & will try to
help you find an empty.
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Driver

Expires

Grantham, Corey

11/14/19

Landrum, Detrick

11/23/19

Driver

Expires

Ritz, Cody

11/2/19

Roberts, Ken

11/2/19

Arbogast, Wayne

11/13/19

Williams, Keith

11/13/19

Dejernett, Jacob

11/16/19

Smith, Dawn

11/18/19
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From September 2019

Adam Shade

Daryl Anders

Josh Johnson

Tom Cusic

Alan Shives

Dennis Yokum

Karl Wenzl

Tyler Kerns

Albert Hite

Desmond Pantaja

Keith Williams

Wayne Arbogast

Art Fickes

Detrick Landrum

Ken Roberts

Tyler Colvin

Barry Peck

Don Wilson

Lonn Stevenson

Bill Tansley

Bill Dunigan

Doug Herrington

Maurice Henderson

Bill Fitz

Doug Ledford

Mike Weir

Bill Woods

Eddie Kelbaugh

Nick Horton

Brian Whittington

Sonny Hoffman

Paul Demers

Carl Young

Ed Jackson

Phil Dumas

Ken Carpenter

Eldon Robison

Peter Burdick

Chuck Miller

Eric Shorter

Jeff Davy

Chris Varner

Greg Pheabus

Ron Lockhart

Cliff Harry

Greg Lindsay

Ron Wolfe

Cory Grantham

Jacob Dejernett

Steve Pastore

Curtis Brandle

Jon Youmans

Theodore Castaldo

Drivers with no more than 1 HOS violation under 10 minutes, no more than 1 missed fuel stop, and no more than 2 fuel stopoffs within 5 minutes.

Aaron Wieland

Drew Vignali

Dawn Smith

Dave Frankton

Number of
Drivers in each
category

# of Drivers

%

Category

53

66

80%

Violation Free

4

66

6%

Honorable Mention

9

66

14%

Not Applicable
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James Bassham

Chris
Hoffman

Aaron
Wieland

Tyler Colvin

Cliff Harry
Maurice
Henderson

Bill Fitz
Cory Grantham

Rodger Davis

Detrick
Landrum

Ryan Swope

Tim Mangle

Happy Work Anniversary
Doug Herrington

2 years

Jerry McClanahan 3 years
Desmond Pantaja

Cody Ritz

1 year

Eric Shorter

8 years

1 year

Thank you for being a part of the Hoffman team!
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Below are the Performance Bonus Winners for September 2019. If you see your name, please see Ryan
to collect your winnings.

Hoffman Transport Inc.
September 2019 Performance Bonus Winners

*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Top 10% Top 50%

MPG

Trk

Name

$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00

9.22
8.67
8.55
8.53
8.28
8.22
8.17
8.11
8.08
7.93
7.93
7.92
7.82
7.71
7.69

333
425
429
430
428
422
427
398
423
432
414
418
406
402
327

Wieland, A
Kelbaugh, E
Robison, E
Burdick, P
Fickes, A
Wilson, D
Ledford, D
Frankton, D
Cooper, M
Arbogast, W
Henderson, M
Cooper, D
Carpenter, K
Lockhart, R
Anders, D

$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
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Problem: Not Enough Fridge Space
Hack: Fill a cooler with ice packs and your lesser-used
condiments. Voila! You have a whole free shelf.

Problem: The Turkey is Still Frozen
Hack: You can start roasting the turkey even if it’s still partially or
fully frozen, and it’s perfectly safe. You will need to plan for some
extra cook time though, as fully frozen turkey will take about 50
percent longer to cook than normal.

Problem: No Roasting Rack
Hack: Elevate the turkey on a layer of quartered onions,
carrots and celery. Bonus: They will add flavor to your drippings.

Problem: No Roasting Pan
Hack: Slide a baking sheet under a disposable foil pan to
bolster the bottom and make the flimsy pan easier to manipulate.

Problem: No Fat Separator
Hack: Pour all your drippings into a heatproof cup or bowl
and put it in the freezer for a few minutes. As it cools, the fat
will solidify on top, and you can scoop it off with a spoon.
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Problem: Overcooked the bird?
Before you spirit that platter of dried-out breast meat to the
table, drizzle it with a little warm chicken broth. It'll help
moisten the meat and add flavor. This is also a good trick for
perking up slices that have gone from room temp to cold.

Problem: No Space to Keep Food Warm
Hack: The only thing worse than lumpy mashed potatoes on
Thanksgiving is cold, gluey ones. To keep your spuds warm
when every burner of your stovetop is in use, butter your
slow-cooker insert, add a little heavy cream and spoon in the
potatoes. Set the temp to low and stir every hour or so to
keep your potatoes smooth and silky.

Problem: The Gravy is Lumpy
Hack: It’s actually really easy to work those pesky lumps out of the
gravy, and there are a few different methods that work. Go for the
manual approach by pushing it through a fine mesh strainer, use an
immersion blender, or give it a whirl in a standard blender or food processor.

Problem: No Pie Shield
Hack: Save crusts from burning by covering the delicate edges with a loose tent of foil; the rest of the pie
will bake through.

Problem: No Pie Weights
Hack: Dock (poke holes in) your pie crust well with a
fork, lay a sheet of parchment down on top of it, and fill
with pennies (or dried beans or uncooked rice, but you
can't eat the beans or rice after).
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CBD Oil
Everywhere you look, chances are
you will see an advertisement, a
store, or a Facebook post about CDB
Oil and its benefits. I saw a pop-up
shop in our local mall this weekend
selling CBD products.
CBD’s are a component of medical
marijuana that is derived directly
from the hemp plant, which is a
cousin of the marijuana plant. There
has been an explosion in popularity
over this because it is the new
wonder drug on the market,
marketed as a natural way to combat pain and other ailments. The
problem is it is not regulated and could contain THC.
There are cases out there of people who have used CBD oil and failed
drug tests. (www.trucker.com, Nevada Trucking Association, ATA)
It is a buyer beware scenario. What you are ingesting may contain THC
even though it is not supposed to. And if you test positive on a drug test,
that is on you.
With the Drug and Alcohol Clearinghouse coming in early 2020 and with
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration considering jumping the
random pool percentage to 50%, this is not the time to try something
new.
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Answer Key on next page
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